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SUMMARY
SectionBuilder is an innovative finite element based tool, developed for analysis
and design of composite beam cross-sections. The tool can handle the cross-sections
with parametric shapes and arbitrary configurations. It can also handle arbitrary
lay-ups for predefined beam cross-section geometries in a consistent manner. The
material properties for each layer of the cross-section can be defined on the basis of
the design requirements. This tool is capable of dealing with multi-cell composite
cross-sections with arbitrary lay-ups. It has also the benefit of handling the variation
of thickness of skin and D-spars for beams such as rotor blades. A typical cross-
section is considered as a collection of interconnected walls. Walls with arbitrary lay-
ups based on predefined geometries and material properties are generated first. The
complex composite beam cross-sections are developed by connecting the walls using
various types of connectors. These connectors are compatible with the walls, i.e., the
thickness of the layers of the walls must match with those of the connectors at the place
of connection. Cross-sections are often reinforced by core material for constructing
realistic rotor blade cross-sections. The tool has the ability to integrate core materials
into the cross-sections. A mapped mesh is considered for meshing parametric shapes,
walls and various connectors, whereas a free mesh is considered for meshing the core
materials. A new algorithm based on the Delaunay refinement algorithm is developed
for creating the best possible free mesh for core materials. After meshing the cross-
section, the tool determines the sectional properties using finite element analysis. This
tool computes sectional properties including stiffness matrix, compliance matrix, mass
matrix, and principal axes. A visualization environment is integrated with the tool
xii




Composite materials have found increasing use in aerospace and civil engineering con-
struction. One of the common areas of application is rotor blade construction where
composite materials with complex lay-ups are used. The following properties can
be improved when composite materials are used: specific strength, specific stiffness,
weight, and fatigue life [59]. For example, composite blades have more than twice
the fatigue life of standard metal blades now in service. Blades are integrated with
titanium leading edge for erosion protection.
The overall composite beam cross-section analysis process proposed in this work
is shown in fig. 1. The analysis processes can be broken into three steps: model
definition, mesh generation, and finite element analysis. The geometry and material
properties are defined in model definition phase. Meshes are generated at the mesh
generation phase for finite element analysis of cross-sections. Finite element analysis
is performed for computing the cross-sectional properties and stress distributions over
the cross-section.
Industry does not use a detailed CAD representation of the beam cross-section for
the purpose of cross-sectional analysis. CAD is used mainly to support the manufac-
turing process. Rather, simplified representations are used, and the cross-sectional
properties are computed from these simplified models. Often, rather than dealing
with individual composite plies, laminate properties are used that effectively smear
individual ply properties. These simplified models present major advantages: the
cross-section can be rapidly defined, design iterations are easily performed, and en-
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Figure 1: Overall beam cross-section analysis and design processes
commercial packages such as CATIA or ANSYS. However, it is unknown how accurate
the simplified models are in relation to those constructed based on three-dimensional
properties.
Advanced analytical tools facilitate the design and accurate analysis process of
composite beam cross-sections and reduce the cost of design process. But it is an
awkward and time-consuming process to define ply layout and stacking sequence
with CAD tools. For this reason, tools to automate this process have been designed.
But the geometric configurations that can be defined are often limited.
For example, VABS (Variational Asymptotic Beam Sectional Analysis) [28, 100,
99, 54] with ANSYS, known as VABS-ANSYS Toolset, is the best available tool for
beam cross-sections design and analysis. Here beam cross-section geometry is defined
in a CAD tool, CATIA where the cross-section is defined by areas with specified
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laminate material properties, areas are bounded by reference curves that define ma-
terial orientation, and geometry is exported to ANSYS. ANSYS is then used to create
the analysis mesh and identify reference edges for all areas. Custom macros and a
special-purpose C-language code are used to construct free meshes within each area,
material orientation is computed at the centroid of each element, and results are
exported along with material properties as a VABS input file. VABS is used for fi-
nite element analysis for computing cross-sectional properties and stress distributions
over the cross-sections. VABS computes the cross-sectional stiffness matrix, principal
axes, neutral axis, area centroid, mass centroid, and mass matrix. It also exports
strain, stress, and warping recovery data. Finally, ANSYS is used for visualization:
custom macros create a two-dimensional stress field in a cross-sectional layer (single
element thick) to enable the user to visualize stress and strain over the cross-section
for specified applied cross-sectional resultants. But it is still difficult and time con-
suming process to construct a realistic composite beam cross-section using ANSYS,
CATIA, and other CAD tools. It might take several days work to design a realistic
composite beam such as rotor blade cross-section and compute cross-sectional prop-
erties. Complex lay-ups and ply add/drops are very difficult to accommodate using
these tools. As a result, a new tool is required to overcome these difficulties of the
available tools.
SectionBuilder is an innovative finite element based tool, developed to overcome
the lack of functionalities of the other available tools for analysis and design of beam
cross-sections. This analysis can be conveniently broken into three separate phases:
the model definition phase, the computational phase, and the post-processing phase,
as shown in fig. 2 (where 3D defines three-dimensional.)
The heart of the problem, and the focus of the development task, is in the model
definition phase. In this phase, the geometric characteristics of the cross-section
must be described along with the physical properties of the constituent materials.
3
Model Definition Phase











Figure 2: Beam cross-section analysis phases
The model definition is quite different at the preliminary and detailed design stages.
Starting from the definition of a curve, the user defines layers of material that can be
stacked on top of each other in an arbitrary fashion to define a realistic beam cross-
section. The cross-section is formed by joining together a number of user defined
walls, each defined by an arbitrary curve and material properties. This approach
to the definition of the cross-sections enables very general geometries to be defined.
For example, this tool can handle multiple cells with arbitrary lay-ups for beam
cross-sections. SectionBuilder has been developed and tested with the ability to deal
with general topologies and composite materials that are encountered in actual beam
cross-sections configurations. The ability to handle configurations where more than
two walls are connected together has been developed and tested; this situation is
encountered in realistic beam such as rotor blade configurations, for instance at the
intersection of the vertical shear web with the airfoil upper or lower flanges. Test
cases are run for typical blade configurations involving a front D-spar connecting to
4
an aft fairing and multi-cell blade cross-sections. It has also the benefit to handle the
variation of thickness of both skin and D-spars. Core materials are integrated into
rotor blades for reinforcing the cross-sections and preventing shape changes during
operation. A new algorithm based on the Delaunay refinement algorithm is proposed
for creating the best possible free mesh of core materials for finite element analysis
as explained in section 3.3.5. On the other hand, the computational phase uses the
finite element analysis to compute cross-sectional properties and three-dimensional
stress distributions based on a model of the cross-section described in the input file.
The most efficient beam cross-sectional analysis tool, VABS [28, 100, 99, 54] is consid-
ered for finite element analysis for SectionBuilder. The final, post-processing phase
provides the visualization of the computed stress and strain distributions for the Sec-
tionBuilder. The entire process is integrated into a design environment that includes




Beams are structures which have one dimension (length) much larger than the other
two (the cross-section dimensions). SectionBuilder computes the sectional properties
of beams in three phases: define the geometry, generate the mesh, and perform finite
element analysis. Many algorithms are available for mesh generation of a section;
many beam models are also available for finite element analysis. So the heart of this
research is to find the appropriate mesh generation techniques and beam models for
finite element analysis. The literature review on mesh generation and beam modeling
is given below at two different sections.
2.1 Mesh Generation
In general, a mapped mesh [4, 34] is used for generating eight and nine noded quadri-
lateral elements over regular domains. On the other hand, for domains of complex
shape, free meshes featuring three and six noded triangular elements are preferred.
From the literature review, it is noted that Delaunay triangulation is the most popular
technique for triangular free mesh generation. Although this is still a very active re-
search area, there have been a lot of work in this area. Many algorithms are available
for Delaunay triangulation of a set of points. The algorithms can be divided into five
categories [16, 45, 48]: divide-and-conquer [38, 49], incremental [33, 47, 49, 48, 75],
sweepline [44], gift wrapping [37, 71, 92], and site lifting [3].
The first O(n log n) algorithm for two-dimensional Delaunay triangulation was a
divide-and-conquer algorithm. Shamos and Hoey [91] developed an algorithm for the
construction of a Voronoi diagram, which is considered equivalent to a Delaunay tri-
angulation. In programming practice, Shamos and Hoey’s algorithm is unnecessarily
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complicated, because forming a Delaunay triangulation directly is much easier, and is
in fact the easiest way to construct a Voronoi diagram. Lee and Schachter [70] were
the first to publish a divide-and-conquer algorithm that directly constructs a Delau-
nay triangulation. The algorithm is nonetheless intricate, and Guibas and Stolfi [49]
provide an important aid to programmers by filling out many implementation details.
Dwyer [38] offers an interesting modification to divide-and-conquer Delaunay trian-
gulation that achieves better asymptotic performance on some vertex sets, and offers
improved speed in practice as well. Chew [30] also presented a O(n log n) divide-and-
conquer algorithm for constrained Delaunay triangulation.
The incremental technique can be a suitable way of constructing Delaunay trian-
gles for a set of scattered points on a plane. In this technique, a large initial triangle
surrounding all the points is considered. The points are incrementally inserted inside
the triangle. The large triangle is divided into smaller triangles using the inserted
points. The process is continued until all the points are inserted and a mesh is pro-
duced. There are two ways of implementing this technique. At first, the topology
around the inserted point can be updated by the diagonal flipping operation to re-
store the Delaunay triangulation properties [68, 69]. Guibas, Knuth and Sharir [48]
presented a diagonal flipping operation that can be implemented based on a random-
ized algorithm. In the second method, all triangles whose circumcircles contain the
inserted point are removed and the resulting cavity is triangulated by linking the
inserted point to all vertices of the cavity boundary [21, 97].
TheO(n log n), two-dimensional sweepline algorithm was developed by Fortune [44]
for constructing Delaunay triangles. Fortune’s algorithm builds the triangulation by
sweeping a horizontal line vertically up on the plane. The growing triangulation ac-
cretes below the sweepline. The upper surface of the growing triangulation is called
the front. When the sweepline collides with a vertex, a new edge is created that con-
nects the vertex to the front. This algorithm ensures that there is no vertex inside the
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circumcircle when the sweepline reaches at the top of the circumcircle of a Delaunay
triangle and finally the triangle is created.
Another type of Delaunay triangulation technique constructs triangles by starting
with a single Delaunay triangle and the incrementally discovering valid Delaunay tri-
angles, one at a time. This technique is also known as gift wrapping algorithm. Each
new triangle is constructed from an edge of a previously discovered triangle by finding
the site that joins with the end vertices of that edge to form a new triangle whose
circumcircle does not contain other sites [92]. From an initial edge, the triangulation
grows until the convex hull of the point set is triangulated.
Fang and Piegl [41] presented a gift-wrapping algorithm of Delaunay triangulation
of two-dimensional points using a uniform grid. This algorithm consists of three main
steps: finding a starting point and the first edge, forming triangles, and putting all
triangles together. They considered uniform grid structure for triangulation, finding
boundary edges and nearest points. They create triangles by going around the mesh
frontier in a consistent (clockwise or anti-clockwise) direction. This technique ensures
the triangulation is correct and complete.
Brown [22] was the first to establish the connection between n-dimensional Voronoi
diagrams and (n+1)-dimensional convex hulls. For example, a two-dimensional De-
launay triangulation of a point set is equivalent to the projection of the convex of
a three-dimensional point set. Therefore, the three-dimensional mesh representing
the convex hull can be constructed by lifting the two-dimensional triangulation into
three-dimensional space. This is known as the site lifting approach.
Amenta et al. [1] proposed a Voronoi based surface construction algorithm that
performs well in two and three dimensions. This technique is based on the three-
dimensional Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation [19]. This algorithm pro-
duces a set of triangles called the crust of the sample points. All vertices of the crust
triangles are sample points. Amenta et al. [2] also improved this algorithm by a new
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algorithm called power crust that improves the results for difficult cases including
models with sharp corners, unevenly distributed point samples and cavities.
Edelsbrunner et al. [39, 40] proposed algorithm for parameterized construction as-
sociated with polyhedral shape with a set of scattered points on a plane. Hoppe [55]
also presented an algorithm for constructing Delaunay triangulation for scattered
points on a plane. Boissonat et al. [18] proposed an algorithm similar to Hoppe’s
algorithm. This algorithm is to construct smooth surfaces of arbitrary topology from
scattered sample of points and normals of the surfaces. Curless and Levoy [35] pro-
posed a volumetric method for integration range of images. This volumetric repre-
sentation consists of a cumulative weighted signed distance function. The algorithm
works with one range image at a time where it first scan the image and convert it to
a distance. It then combines the result with the data already acquired using a sim-
ple additive scheme. Oblonsek et al. [74] also proposed a three phase surface based
procedure for object reconstruction from three-dimensional scattered points. This
algorithm can produce fine meshes for surfaces with sharp edges and corners. Morris
and Kandle [73] also presented surface based procedure for Delaunay triangulation
for free mesh generation.
Delaunay refinement algorithms, introduced by Chew [31, 32] and Ruppert [89]
are very popular techniques for triangular free mesh generation. Delaunay refinement
algorithms for mesh generation operate by maintaining a Delaunay triangulation,
which is refined by inserting carefully placed vertices until the mesh meets constraints
on element quality and size. These algorithms are successful because they exploit
several favorable characteristics of Delaunay triangulation. One such characteristic
is that a Delaunay triangulation maximizes the minimum angle among all possible
triangulations of a point set. Another feature is that inserting a vertex is a local
operation, and hence is inexpensive except in unusual cases. The act of inserting a
vertex to improve poor quality elements in one part of a mesh will not unnecessarily
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perturb a distant part of the mesh that has no bad elements. The central question of
any Delaunay refinement algorithm is, “Where should the next vertex be inserted?”
and a reasonable answer is, “As far from other vertices as possible.” If a new vertex
is inserted too close to another vertex, the resulting small edge will engender thin
triangles. Because a Delaunay triangle has no vertices in its circumcircle, a Delaunay
triangulation is an ideal search structure for finding points that are far from other
vertices. (Its no coincidence that the circumcenter of each triangle of a Delaunay
triangulation is a vertex of the corresponding Voronoi diagram.) Ruppert [89] proves
that his algorithm produces nicely graded, size-optimal meshes with no angles smaller
than about 20.70. There are also many researchers such as in Refs. [29, 67, 90, 88]
who worked on improving the mesh quality and introduced many Delaunay refinement
algorithms. The basic concept is same for all the refinement algorithms: insert vertices
until the mesh meets constraints on element quality and size. Center of circumcircle,
centroid, and middle of the largest edge of a triangle are considered for inserting a
vertex for a triangular element for improving the mesh quality.
2.2 Beam Modeling
There are essentially three types of structures based on the relative sizes of their three
dimensions: massive bodies, plates and shells, and beams. For massive bodies all
three dimensions are comparable. Many structures have one dimension (thickness)
very small comparing with other two (length and width) and are known as plates
and shells. This type of structure can be considered as two-dimensional and the
stress analysis is easier than three-dimensional analysis. Beams have one dimension
(length) large compared to the other two dimensions. Stress analysis is much easier
for beams as compared to three-dimensional or two-dimensional cases. Modeling of
this kind of dimensionally reduced structures can be performed with less effort than
for their three-dimensional counterparts. For composite materials, the analytical
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solutions for beams are still very complex, and solutions are known for special cases
only [77, 78, 87, 17, 58]. As a result, numerical techniques, such as finite element
analysis [72, 7, 8, 9, 10, 62, 63, 64, 56, 65, 66, 11, 57, 5, 6] is considered for calculating
the structural properties of beams. This thesis focuses on the sectional analysis of
beams, so previous work mainly on beam modeling is reviewed here.
Hodges [50, 54] did a literature review on composite beam modeling. He classified
the modeling into two approaches: “analytical approaches” and “finite element-based
approaches.” The warping function and stiffness properties are found from closed form
calculation or from simple analytical approximations (in the geometry of the cross-
section as well as for the form of the warping displacements). On the other hand,
the finite-element-based approach offers “a versatility and modeling flexibility that no
analytical method can match.” It allows one to determine the warping function and
elastic properties “for any general cross-section geometry that can be modeled with
standard two-dimensional finite elements.” The detail literature review on composite
beam modeling can also be found in Refs. [24, 82, 95, 98, 99].
There is much literature available on beam modeling. Berdichevsky and his co-
workers introduced VAM (Variational Asymptotic Method) [12, 13, 15, 13, 14] for
three-dimensional beam modeling. They decoupled three-dimensional nonlinear elas-
ticity problem into a two-dimensional linear cross-sectional analysis to provide the
elastic constants and a one-dimensional nonlinear beam problem to calculate the
global deformation. Borri et al. [46, 20] developed a technique based on the prin-
ciple of virtual work for calculating the cross-sectional properties and the warping
functions for prismatic composite beams. They also extended their work for initially
curved and twisted composite beams [20]. But this formulation is not asymptotically
correct for composite beam modeling. Petrov et al. [79, 80] developed a geometri-
cally exact nonlinear formulation by considering the three-dimensional exact solution
for a prismatic beam with the kinematic assumption. These models can be applied
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to isotropic beams but they do not produce accurate enough results for composite
beams. Taufik et al. [93] proposed a model for calculating stresses and stiffnesses from
the longitudinal nodal warping and six constants representing the rigid displacement
of the section considering assumptions on strains. But this technique is not accurate
enough for composite beams modeling due to very restrictive strain assumptions.
Kim and White [61] developed a model for box beam. In-plane deformation of the
cross-section is neglected and transverse shear strains vary parabolically across the
thickness is assumed here. Both warping and transverse shear effects are consid-
ered and can be modeled for both thin- and thick-walled beams. Jung, Nagaraj,
and Chopra [60] also developed a composite beam model that can handle out-of-
plane warping, warping restraint and transverse shear for both thin- and thick-walled
beams. The authors assessed the model with several analytical and experimental re-
sults. Rand [86] found that not only out-of-plane warping but also in-plane warping
plays a significant role for certain lay-ups angles for solid orthotropic beam under the
action of bending moment for his model. Composite beam modeling is also treated
in Refs. [94, 83, 84, 53, 51, 23, 85, 96].
But Hodges and his coworkers claimed that Variational Asymptotic Beam Sec-
tional Analysis (VABS), a finite element based approach, developed by them [52, 25,
26, 27, 28, 83, 85, 99, 54], is the most efficient available model to design and analyze
composite beam cross-sections. So VABS is considered for performing finite element
analysis for SectionBuilder. The key features of VABS as stated in Ref. [99] are as
follows:
1. The VAM (Variational Asymptotic Method) [12, 13, 15, 13] is used as the
mathematical foundation of VABS to decouple a general three-dimensional nonlinear
elasticity problem into a two-dimensional linear cross-sectional analysis to provide
the elastic constants and a one-dimensional nonlinear beam problem to calculate the
global deformation.
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2. Asymptotically correct sectional analysis and geometrically exact beam analysis
are derived from a common framework based on the concept of decomposition of the
rotation tensor [36].
3. This theory is not problem specific but is general enough to accurately represent





SectionBuilder is a finite element based cross-sectional analysis tool. The overall cross-
sectional analysis process is shown in fig. 3 (where 3D defines three-dimensional.) The
analysis processes can be broken into three phases: model definition phase, compu-
tational phase, and post processing phase. The geometry and material properties
are defined in model definition phase. Computational phase has two steps: mesh
generation and finite element analysis phases. Finite element analysis is performed
for computing the sectional properties and stress distributions over the cross-section.
The final, post processing phase provides the visualization of the computed stress
fields. The entire process is integrated into a design environment that includes the
definition of the cross-section, the analysis and the visualization of the results.
3.1.1 Model definition phase
In this phase, the geometric characteristics of the cross-section along with the physical
properties of the constituent materials is described. SectionBuilder can create cross-
sections of parametric shapes and arbitrary configuration as explained in the following
sections.
3.1.1.1 Cross-sections of parametric shapes
These cross-sections have given geometric shapes that are parameterized. Parametric
shapes can be airfoil sections, circular arcs, C-sections, L-sections, circular cylinders,
double boxes, I-sections, rectangular, rectangular sections, circular tubes, triangular
sections, T-sections, Z-sections, etc.
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Model Definition Phase











Figure 3: The three phases of beam cross-section analysis
For example, the parametric shape of a typical C-section is depicted in fig. 4. The
dimensions such as height and thickness of web; widths, thicknesses, and skew angle
of top and bottom flanges; thicknesses of top and bottom flange reinforcements (if
present) need to be provided as input information for constructing the section. The
section consists of several subsections to which independent material properties can
be assigned.
This tool can create other parametric sections as explained in section 3.2.
3.1.1.2 Cross-sections of arbitrary configuration
SectionBuilder can create cross-sections with arbitrary configuration. For example, a
realistic rotor blade cross-section is shown in fig. 5. This cross-section is airfoil shaped
with one web, made of composite material plies. The cross-section is reinforced with
core material at the aft portion of the section for keeping the proper shape during
operation. Aluminum honeycomb is used as core material for this cross-section.






















Figure 4: Configuration of the C-section
Figure 5: Actual rotor blade cross-section with core material
as a number of interconnected walls in SectionBuilder. Walls are constructed by
stacking composite material plies on an user defined arbitrary base curve. Walls are
constructed in this technique because realistic complex cross-sections are built by
laying layers of composite materials in a mold of arbitrary shape. It is possible to
connect several walls to create complex cross-section, as depicted in fig. 6. Split-
connectors, T-connectors, and V-connectors are available for connecting walls for
creating a realistic beam cross-section.
For example, a typical cross-section is created with five walls, shown in fig. 6. The















Figure 6: Airfoil section construction
consists of Wall4, and Wall5. The web consists of Wall3, and finally, the trailing
edge tab consists of Wall6. The web, and flanges are connected together by T-
connectors, labeled Tcon1, and Tcon2. The trailing edge tab splits into the upper,
and lower flanges through a Split-connector, labeled Split1. Finally, two walls can
be directly connected to each other, such as Wall2, and Wall4 near the leading edge
of the airfoil section.
In general, the cross-sections are reinforced with core materials for keeping the
original shape during operation. SectionBuilder can integrate core materials into
the rotor blade cross-sections. For example, the cavities of the cross-sections that are
shown in fig. 7 could be filled with core materials for constructing realistic rotor blade
cross-sections as shown in fig. 5.
At this point, closed Boundary curves, and corresponding points from the walls
of cross-sections are available as input information shown in fig. 7 for defining the
core materials. The mesh generation technique for core materials are explained in the
section 3.1.2.1.
3.1.2 Computational phase
This phase has two steps: mesh generation and finite element analysis as explained







Figure 7: Cross-sections for incorporating core materials in the cavities
3.1.2.1 Mesh generation phase
For performing the finite element analysis, the meshes need to be generated after defin-
ing the geometries and material properties of the cross-sections properly. Mapped
and/or free meshes are considered based on the nature of the cross-section. Mapped
and free meshes are considered for generating the nine noded (27 degrees of freedom)
quadrilateral and six noded (18 degrees of freedom) triangular elements respectively.
Computational results are converged more rapidly for quadrilateral elements due to
their higher number of degrees of freedom as compared to triangular elements. But
mapped meshes are not considered everywhere because mapped meshes are suitable
for creating meshes inside rectangular shaped closed boundaries only. These rect-
angular shaped closed boundaries are found for parametric shaped sections (such as
C-sections,) walls, and connectors (such as T-connectors.) But free meshes can be
generated inside any arbitrary closed boundary (such as triangular shapes.) As a
result, free meshes are considered for generating meshes inside the arbitrary closed
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boundaries which can be found when core materials are incorporated with in arbi-
trary shaped cross-sections. The mapped and free meshes generation techniques are
explained in the following paragraphs.
Mapped mesh generation
For SectionBuilder, mapped meshes are considered for generating quadrilateral
elements [4, 34] for all sections (i.e., parametric shapes, walls, connectors, etc) except
for core materials. Nine noded quadrilateral elements are generated based on mapped
meshes. These elements have four nodes at the four corners, four nodes at the middle













Figure 8: Nine noded quadrilateral element (top) and six noded triangular element
(bottom) with orientation of nodes
Mesh density is considered as an important input parameter for creating mapped
meshes. The longest dimension of a section is divided by the mesh density for calcu-
lating the characteristic length of finite elements for mapped meshes generation. The
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size of the element is adjusted based on this characteristic length. If a certain dimen-
sion of a section is higher than the characteristic length but less than the one and
half, the number of element is considered one. On the other hand, if the dimension of
a section is higher than one and half times of the characteristic length but less than
the double, the number of elements are considered two.
Free mesh generation
The free meshes generate six noded triangular elements for core materials. These
triangular elements have three nodes at the three corners and other three nodes at
the middle of the three edges as shown in fig. 8. Free meshes are considered for core
materials which lie inside the cavities produced from the walls of the cross-sections.
Delaunay triangulation [43, 76] is the most popular and efficient technique for free
mesh generation for this kind of situation. Because this technique ensures the min-
imum angle of the triangles is equal or greater than that generated by any other
techniques and produces the best possible meshes. As a result, the Delaunay trian-
gulation technique is considered here for creating free meshes for core materials. The
Delaunay triangulation technique is discussed in appendix B. The detail free mesh
generation technique for core materials of cross-sections is explained in section 3.3.5.1.
3.1.2.2 Finite element analysis phase
After defining the cross-section, finite element analysis is performed for computing
sectional properties and stress distributions over the cross-section. Hodges and his
coworkers claimed that Variational Asymptotic Beam Sectional Analysis (VABS),
developed by them [52, 25, 26, 27, 28, 83, 85, 99, 54], is the most efficient available
tool for finite element analysis of beam cross-sections. So, VABS is considered here
for finite element analysis. The key features of VABS as stated in Ref. [99] are as
follows:
1. The VAM (Variational Asymptotic Method) [12, 13, 15, 13] is used as the
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mathematical foundation of VABS to decouple a general three-dimensional nonlinear
elasticity problem into a two-dimensional linear cross-sectional analysis to provide
the elastic constants and a one-dimensional nonlinear beam problem to calculate the
global deformation.
2. Asymptotically correct sectional analysis and geometrically exact beam analysis
are derived from a common framework based on the concept of decomposition of the
rotation tensor [36].
3. This theory is not problem specific but is general enough to accurately represent
a nonhomogeneous anisotropic beam with arbitrary cross-sectional shape.
3.1.3 Post processing phase
This phase provides the visualization of the computed stress fields. The sectional
properties are also found in the generated output file of SectionBuilder. The entire
process is integrated into a design environment that includes the definition of the
cross-section, the analysis and the visualization of the results.
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3.2 Parametric Shape Section Configurations
SectionBuilder can create parametric shape section configurations. Parametric shapes
can be airfoil sections, circular arcs, C-sections, L-sections, circular cylinders, double
boxes, I-sections, rectangular, rectangular sections, circular tubes, triangular sections,
T-sections, Z-sections, etc. The definition of these sections with few examples are
discussed below.
3.2.1 Definition of airfoil sections
Airfoil sections are parametric configurations with no internal web, as depicted in
fig. 9, or with one or two internal webs, as shown in fig. 10 and 11, respectively.
Airfoil sections consist of top and bottom flanges with optional internal webs. The









Figure 9: Configuration of the airfoil section with no web
The dimensions of the section are defined by the following parameters.
3.2.1.1 Airfoil Dimensions
1. The chord, c, of the airfoil section.
2. The thickness, tta1, of the section wall for the no web design. For the single or
















































Figure 11: Configuration of the airfoil section with two webs
3.2.1.2 Airfoil Thickness
1. The top wall thickness, tta2, of the aft or middle portion of the airfoil for the
single or dual web design, respectively (default value: tta2 = tta1).
2. The bottom wall thickness, tba2, of the aft or middle portion of the airfoil for
the single or dual web design, respectively (default value: tba2 = tta2).
3. The top wall thickness, tta3, of the aft portion of the airfoil for the dual web
design (default value: tta3 = tta2).
4. The bottom wall thickness, tba3, of the aft portion of the airfoil for the dual web
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design (default value: tba3 = tta2).
3.2.1.3 Web 1 Dimensions
1. The location, xtw1, of the intersection of the first web with the upper airfoil
profile; this is a dimensional quantity (default value: xtw1 = 0). This variable
is also used as a flag for the presence of the first web: if xtw1 6= 0, at least one
web is present.
2. The location, xbw1, of the intersection of the first web with the lower airfoil
profile; this is a dimensional quantity (default value: xbw1 = xtw1).
3. The thickness, tlw1, of the left portion of the first web (default value: tlw1 = tta1).
4. The thickness, trw1, of the right portion of the first web (default value: trw1 =
tta2).
3.2.1.4 Web 2 Dimensions
1. The location, xtw2, of the intersection of the second web with the upper airfoil
profile; this is a dimensional quantity (default value: xtw2 = 0). This variable
is also used as a flag for the presence of the second web: if xtw2 6= 0, two webs
are present.
2. The location, xbw2, of the intersection of the second web with the lower airfoil
profile; this is a dimensional quantity (default value: xbw2 = xtw2).
3. The thickness, tlw2, of the left portion of the second web (default value: tlw2 =
tta1).
4. The thickness, trw2, of the right portion of the second web (default value: trw2 =
tta2).
As shown in fig. 12, the section is divided into three zones.
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1. The front portion of the airfoil consists of the components labeled Flg1U,
Flg1L, and LWeb1.
2. The middle portion of the airfoil consists of the components labeled RWeb1,
Flg2U, Flg2L, and LWeb2 ; these components are present in the single and dual
web designs only.
3. The aft portion of the airfoil consists of the components labeled RWeb2, Flg3U,














































Figure 12: The three zones of the airfoil section
3.2.1.5 Examples
A few examples that describe the construction procedure of this type of section are
shown below.
Example 1
This example shows a NACA four digit series airfoil section. The chord length,
thickness, material properties, and mesh density are assigned here. This example also
shows the principal centroidal axes of bending.
Example 2
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Figure 13: Example 1. Airfoil section
This example shows a NACA four digit series airfoil section. The section has two
webs. The chord length, the location of the webs, thickness of the upper, lower section,
and web, material properties, and mesh density are assigned here. This example also
shows the principal axes of inertia at the mass center.
3.2.2 Definition of circular arcs
Circular arcs are predefined sections presenting the shape, shown in fig. 15. Circular
arcs consist of an area included between two circular arcs spanned by a common angle.
The section consists of a single zone to which material properties can be assigned. The
circular arc is an open circular tube, as shown in fig. 15. Closed circular tubes
can be defined with the help of the circular tube predefined section as described in
section 3.2.9.
The dimensions of the section, shown in fig. 15, are defined by the following
parameters.
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Figure 14: Example 2. Airfoil section with two webs
1. The outer radius, RO, and inner radius, RI , of the circular tube.
2. The initial angle, θI , and final angle, θF , of the circular arc, both measured in
degrees. Note: 0 ≤ θI < 360, 0 < θF ≤ 360, and θI < θF . Even when θI = 0
and θF = 360, the circular arc is still an open circular tube.
The section is made of a single, homogeneous material.
3.2.2.1 Examples
A few examples that describe the construction procedure of this type of section are
shown below.
Example 1
This example shows a circular arc. Here the inner and outer radii, initial (00) and
final (1800) angular positions of the arc, material, and mesh density are assigned for














Figure 15: Configuration of the circular arc
the shear center.
Example 2
This example shows a circular arc. Here the inner and outer radii, initial and final
angular positions of the arc, material, and mesh density are assigned for constructing
this section. This example also shows the shear strain field over the cross-section
under the applied sectional loads.
3.2.3 Definition of C-sections
C-sections are parametric configurations of the shape depicted in fig. 18. They consist
of a C-section, possibly reinforced by top and/or bottom flanges. The section consists
of up to three zones to which independent material properties can be assigned. Note
that through the use of fixed frames, the C-section can be made to look like the
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Figure 16: Example 2. Circular arc section
following shapes: u, t, <, or =.
The dimensions of the section, as depicted in fig. 18, are defined by the following
parameters.
3.2.3.1 Web dimensions
1. The height, h, of the web.
2. The thickness, tw, of the web.
3.2.3.2 Top flange dimensions
1. The width, wtf , of the top flange.
2. The thickness, ttf , of the top flange (default value: ttf = tw).
3. The skew angle, αtf , of the top flange, positive up, measured in degrees (default
value: αtf = 0).
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Figure 17: Example 2. Circular arc section
4. The thickness, ttr, of the top reinforcement flange; this thickness applies to both
left and right reinforcements, which cannot exist independently of each other
(default value: ttr = 0). This variable is also used as a flag for the presence of
the top flange reinforcement: if ttr > 0, this reinforcement is present.
3.2.3.3 Bottom flange dimensions
1. The width, wbf , of the bottom flange(default value: wbf = wtf).
2. The thickness, tbf , of the bottom flange (default value: tbf = ttf).
3. The skew angle, αbf , of the top flange, positive down, measured in degrees
(default value: αbf = 0).
4. The thickness, tbr, of the bottom reinforcement flange; this thickness applies
to both left and right reinforcements, which cannot exist independently of each
other (default value: tbr = 0). This variable is also used as a flag for the presence






















Figure 18: Configuration of the C-section
As shown in fig. 19, the section is divided into three zones.
1. The top reinforcement flange consists of a single solid labeled TFlgR.
2. The C-section it self consists of the solids labeled TFlg, Web, and BFlg.
3. The bottom reinforcement flange consists of a single solid labeled BFlgR.
3.2.3.4 Special Cases
1. If the width, wtf = 0, the section looks like L-shape depicted in fig. 20. This
L-shape section does not have TFlgR and TFlg solids, shown in fig. 21.
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2. If the width, wbf = 0, the section looks like reverse L-shape depicted in fig. 22.
This reverse L-shape section does not have BFlgR and BFlg solids, shown in
fig. 23.
3. If the widths, wtf = 0 and wbf = 0, the section looks like a strip depicted in
fig. 24. This strip section does not have TFlgR, TFlg, BFlgR, and BFlg solids,
shown in fig. 25. It only has Web.
3.2.3.5 Examples
A few examples that describe the construction procedure of this type of section are
shown below.
Example 1
This example shows a C-section. Here web height, web thickness, top flange
width, web material, and mesh density are assigned for constructing this section.
This example also shows the shear strain field over the cross-section under the applied
sectional loads.
Example 2
This example shows also a C-section with skewed top and bottom flanges. Here
web height, web thickness, top flange width, top flange thickness, flange reinforce
thicknesses, flange skew angles, materials, and mesh density are assigned for con-
structing this section. This example also shows the axial stress field over the cross-
section under the applied sectional loads.
Example 3
This example shows a reverse L-section. Here web height, web thickness, top
flange width, bottom flange width=0, web material, and mesh density are assigned




This example shows a L-section. Here web height, web thickness, top flange
width=0, bottom flange width, flange reinforce thickness, materials, and mesh density
are assigned for constructing this section. This example also shows axial stress field
over the cross-section under the applied sectional loads.
Example 5
This example shows a strip section. Here web height, web thickness, top flange
width = 0, bottom flange width=0, web material, and mesh density are assigned for
constructing this section. This example also shows principal axes of inertia at the
mass center.
3.2.4 Definition of circular cylinders
Circular cylinders are predefined sections presenting the shape, shown in fig. 31.
Circular cylinders consist of a solid circular cylinder. The section consists of a single
zone to which material properties can be assigned. The circular cylinders are solid
cylinders, as shown in fig. 31. Hollow circular cylinder, or circular tubes can be defined
with the help of the circular tube predefined section as described in section 3.2.9.
The dimensions of the circular cylinder, shown in fig. 31, are defined by a single pa-
rameter, the radius (R) of the cylinder. The section is made of a single, homogeneous
material.
3.2.4.1 Examples
An example that describes the construction procedure of this type of section is shown
below.
Example 1
This example shows a Circular cylinder. Here radius, frame definition, material,
and mesh density are assigned for constructing this section. This example also shows
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the warping displacement of the cross-section under the applied sectional loads.
3.2.5 Definition of double boxes
Double boxes are parametric configurations of the shape depicted in fig. 33. They
consist of an double box, possibly reinforced by top and/or bottom flanges. The
section consists of up to four zones to which independent material properties can be
assigned. Note that through the use of fixed frames, the double box can be made to
look like the following shapes: H-sections.
The dimensions of the double box, shown in fig. 33, are defined by the following
parameters.
3.2.5.1 Web dimensions
1. The height, h, of the section.
2. The thickness, tlw, of the left part of the web.
3. The thickness, trw, of the right part of the web.
3.2.5.2 Top left flange dimensions
1. The width, wtlf , of the top left flange.
2. The thickness, ttlf , of the top left flange (default value: ttlf = tlw).
3. The skew angle, αtlf , of the top left flange, positive up, measured in degrees
(default value: αtlf = 0).
4. The thickness, ttr, of the top reinforcement flange; this thickness applies to
both left and right reinforcements that cannot exist independently of each other
(default value: ttr = 0). This variable is also used as a flag for the presence of
the top flange reinforcement: if ttr > 0, this reinforcement is present.
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3.2.5.3 Top right flange dimensions
1. The width, wtrf , of the top right flange (default value: wtrf = wtlf).
2. The thickness, ttrf , of the top right flange (default value: ttrf = trw).
3. The skew angle, αtrf , of the top right flange, positive up, measured in degrees
(default value: αtrf = 0).
3.2.5.4 Bottom left flange dimensions
1. The width, wblf , of the bottom left flange (default value: wblf = wtlf).
2. The thickness, tblf , of the bottom left flange (default value: tblf = ttlf).
3. The skew angle, αblf , of the bottom left flange, positive down, measured in
degrees (default value: αblf = 0).
4. The thickness, tbr, of the bottom reinforcement flange; this thickness applied to
both left and right reinforcements that cannot exist independently of each other
(default value: tbr = 0). This variable is also used as a flag for the presence of
the bottom flange reinforcement: if tbr > 0, this reinforcement is present.
3.2.5.5 Bottom right flange dimensions
1. The width, wbrf , of the bottom right flange (default value: wbrf = wtrf).
2. The thickness, tbrf , of the bottom right flange (default value: tbrf = ttrf).
3. The skew angle, αbrf , of the bottom right flange, positive down, measured in
degrees (default value: αbrf = 0).
As shown in fig. 34, the section is divided into four zones.
1. The top reinforcement flange consists of components labeled TLFlgR and TR-
FlgR
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2. The left portion of the double box itself consists of components labeled TLFlg,
LWeb, and BLFlg.
3. The right portion of the double box itself consists of components labeled TRFlg,
RWeb, and BRFlg.
4. The top reinforcement flange consists of components labeled BLFlgR and BR-
FlgR.
3.2.5.6 Examples
A few examples that describe the construction procedure of this type of section are
shown below.
Example 1
This example shows a double box. Here web height, web thicknesses, flange width,
web materials, and mesh density are assigned for constructing this section. This
example also shows the axial strain field over the cross-section under the applied
sectional loads.
Example 2
This example shows a double box with skewed flanges. Here web height, web
thicknesses, flange widths,flange thicknesses, flange reinforcement thickness, flange
skew angles, materials, and mesh density are assigned for constructing this section.








































































































Figure 25: The zone of the strip section
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Figure 26: Example 1. C-section
Figure 27: Example 2. C-section
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Figure 28: Example 3. Reverse L-section
Figure 29: Example 4. L-section
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Figure 31: Configuration of the circular cylinder
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Figure 34: The four zones of the double box
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Figure 35: Example 1. Double box
Figure 36: Example 2. Double box
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3.2.6 Definition of I-sections
I-sections are parametric configurations of the shape depicted in fig. 37. They consist
of an I-section, possibly reinforced by top and/or bottom flanges. The section consists
of up to four zones to which independent material properties can be assigned. Note





























Figure 37: Configuration of the I-section




1. The height, h, of the section.
2. The thickness, tlw, of the left part of the web.
3. The thickness, trw, of the right part of the web.
3.2.6.2 Top left flange dimensions
1. The width, wtlf , of the top left flange.
2. The thickness, ttlf , of the top left flange (default value: ttlf = tlw).
3. The skew angle, αtlf , of the top left flange, positive up, measured in degrees
(default value: αtlf = 0).
4. The thickness, ttr, of the top reinforcement flange; this thickness applies to
both left and right reinforcements that cannot exist independently of each other
(default value: ttr = 0). This variable is also used as a flag for the presence of
the top flange reinforcement: if ttr > 0, this reinforcement is present.
3.2.6.3 Top right flange dimensions
1. The width, wtrf , of the top right flange (default value: wtrf = wtlf).
2. The thickness, ttrf , of the top right flange (default value: ttrf = trw).
3. The skew angle, αtrf , of the top right flange, positive up, measured in degrees
(default value: αtrf = 0).
3.2.6.4 Bottom left flange dimensions
1. The width, wblf , of the bottom left flange (default value: wblf = wtlf).
2. The thickness, tblf , of the bottom left flange (default value: tblf = ttlf).
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3. The skew angle, αblf , of the bottom left flange, positive down, measured in
degrees (default value: αblf = 0).
4. The thickness, tbr, of the bottom reinforcement flange; this thickness applied to
both left and right reinforcements that cannot exist independently of each other
(default value: tbr = 0). This variable is also used as a flag for the presence of
the bottom flange reinforcement: if tbr > 0, this reinforcement is present.
3.2.6.5 Bottom right flange dimensions
1. The width, wbrf , of the bottom right flange (default value: wbrf = wtrf).
2. The thickness, tbrf , of the bottom right flange (default value: tbrf = ttrf).
3. The skew angle, αbrf , of the bottom right flange, positive down, measured in
degrees (default value: αbrf = 0).
As shown in fig. 38, the section is divided into four zones.
1. The top reinforcement flange consists of components labeled TLFlgR and TR-
FlgR
2. The left portion of the I-section itself consists of components labeled TLFlg,
LWeb, and BLFlg.
3. The right portion of the I-section itself consists of components labeled TRFlg,
RWeb, and BRFlg.




































Figure 38: The four zones of the I-section
3.2.6.6 Special Cases
1. If the widths, wtrf = 0 and wblf = 0, the section looks like Z-shape depicted
in fig. 39. This Z-section does not have TRFlgR, TRFlg, BLFlgR, and BLFlg
solids, shown in fig. 40. Here the coordinates of the points are also adjusted
from the I-section.
2. If the widths, wblf = 0 and wbrf = 0, the section looks like T-shape depicted






















Figure 39: Configuration of the Z-section
solids, shown in fig. 42. Here the coordinates of the points are also adjusted
from the I-section.
3.2.6.7 Examples

































Figure 40: The zones of the Z-section
This example shows an I-section. Here web height, web thicknesses, flange widths,
flange thicknesses, web materials, and mesh density are assigned for constructing this
section. This example also shows the shear stress field over the cross-section under
the applied sectional loads.
Example 2
This example shows an I-section with top and bottom reinforcements. Here web
height, web thicknesses, flange widths, flange reinforcement thicknesses, materials,




















Figure 41: Configuration of the T-section
the axial strain field over the cross-section under the applied sectional loads.
Example 3
This example also shows a Z-section without any reinforcement. Here web height,
web thicknesses, flange widths (here wtrf = 0 and wblf = 0), materials and mesh
density are assigned for constructing this section. This example also shows principal
centroidal axes of bending.
Example 4
This example shows a Z-section with top and bottom reinforcements. Here web
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height, web thicknesses, flange widths (here wtrf = 0 and wblf = 0), flange rein-
forcement thicknesses, materials, and mesh density are assigned for constructing this
section. This example also shows the axial stress field over the cross-section under
the applied sectional loads.
Example 5
This example shows a T-section with top reinforcement. Here web height, web
thicknesses, flange widths (here wblf = 0 and wbrf = 0), flange reinforcement thick-
nesses, materials, and mesh density are assigned for constructing this section. This
example also shows the principal axes of inertia at the mass center.
3.2.7 Definition of rectangular boxes
Rectangular boxes are parametric configurations of the shape depicted in fig. 48. They
consist of a rectangular box, possibly reinforced by top and/or bottom flanges. The
section consists of up to three three zones to which independent material properties
can be assigned.
The dimensions of the rectangular box, as depicted in fig. 48, are defined by the
following parameters.
3.2.7.1 Web dimensions
1. The height, h, of the section.
2. The thickness, tlw, of the left web.
3. The thickness, trw, of the right web.
3.2.7.2 Top left flange dimensions
1. The width, wtlf , of the top left flange.
2. The thickness, ttf , of the top flange (default value: ttf = tlw).
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3. The skew angle, αtlf , of the top left flange, positive up, measured in degrees
(default value: αtlf = 0).
4. The thickness, ttr, of the top reinforcement flange; this thickness applies to
both left and right reinforcements that cannot exist independently of each other
(default value: ttr = 0). This variable is also used as a flag for the presence of
the top reinforcement flange: if ttr 6= 0, the top reinforcement flange is present.
3.2.7.3 Top right flange dimensions
1. The width, wtrf , of the top right flange (default value: wtrf = wtlf).
2. The thickness of the top right flange equals that of the top left flange.
3. The skew angle, αtrf , of the top right flange, positive up, measured in degrees
(default value: αtrf = 0).
3.2.7.4 Bottom left flange dimensions
1. The width, wblf , of the bottom left flange (default value: wblf = wtlf).
2. The thickness, tbf , of the bottom left flange (default value: tbf = ttf).
3. The skew angle, αblf , of the bottom left flange, positive down, measured in
degrees (default value: αblf = 0).
4. The thickness, tbr, of the bottom reinforcement flange; this thickness applied to
both left and right reinforcements that cannot exist independently of each other
(default value: tbr = 0). This variable is also used as a flag for the presence of
the bottom reinforcement flange: if tbr 6= 0, the bottom reinforcement flange is
present.
3.2.7.5 Bottom right flange dimensions
1. The width, wbrf , of the bottom right flange (default value: wbrf = wblf).
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2. The thickness of the bottom right flange equals that of the bottom left flange.
3. The skew angle, αbrf , of the bottom right flange, positive down, measured in
degrees (default value: αbrf = 0).
As shown in fig. 49, the section is divided into three zones.
1. The top reinforcement flange consists of the components labeled TLFlgR and
TRFlgR.
2. The rectangular box consists of the components labeled TLFlg, TRFlg, LWeb,
RWeb, BLFlg, and BRFlg.
3. The bottom reinforcement flange consists of the components labeled BLFlgR
and BRFlgR.
3.2.7.6 Examples
A few examples that describe the construction procedure of this type of section are
shown below.
Example 1
This example shows a rectangular box with skewed flanges. Here height, web
thicknesses, flange widths, flange skew angles, materials, and mesh density are as-
signed for constructing this section.This example also shows the principal centroidal
axes of bending.
Example 2
This example shows a rectangular box with top and bottom flange reinforcements.
Here height, web thicknesses, flange widths, flange thickness, bottom left flange skew
angle, materials, and mesh density are assigned for constructing this section. This
example also shows the axial stress field over the cross-section under the applied
sectional loads.
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3.2.8 Definition of rectangular sections
Rectangular sections are parametric configurations of the shape depicted in fig. 52.
They consist of a rectangular section, possibly reinforced by top and/or bottom
flanges. The section consists of up to three three zones to which independent material
properties can be assigned.
The dimensions of the rectangular section, shown in fig. 52, are defined by the
following parameters.
1. The width, w, of the section.
2. The height, h, of the section.
The thickness, ttr, of the top reinforcement flange; this thickness applies to
both left and right reinforcements that cannot exist independently of each other
(default value: ttr = 0).
3. The thickness, ttr, of the top reinforcement flange (default value: ttr = 0). This
variable is also used as a flag for the presence of the top reinforcement flange:
if ttr 6= 0, the top reinforcement flange is present.
4. The thickness, tbr, of the bottom reinforcement flange (default value: tbr = 0).
This variable is also used as a flag for the presence of the bottom reinforcement
flange: if tbr 6= 0, the bottom reinforcement flange is present.
As shown in fig. 53, the section is divided into three zones.
1. The top reinforcement flange consists of a single component labeled TFlgR.
2. The central portion of the section consists of a single component labeled Core.
3. The bottom reinforcement flange consists of a single component labeled BFlgR.
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3.2.8.1 Examples
A few examples that describe the construction procedure of this type of section are
shown below.
Example 1
This example shows a rectangular section. Here width, height, frame, core mate-
rial, and mesh density are assigned for constructing this section. This example also
shows the inverse of the reserve factor field over the cross- section under the applied
sectional loads.
Example 2
This example shows also a rectangular section. Here width, height, frame, rein-
forcement thicknesses, composite core materials, and mesh density are assigned for
constructing this section. This example also shows the shear stress field over the
cross-section under the applied sectional loads.
3.2.9 Definition of circular tubes
Circular tubes are predefined sections presenting the shape, shown in fig. 56. Circular
tubes consist of an area included between two circles. The section consists of a single
zone to which material properties can be assigned. The circular tube is a closed
circular tube, as shown in fig. 56. Open circular tubes can be defined with the
help of the circular arc predefined section as described in section 3.2.2.
The dimensions of the circular tube, shown in fig. 56, are defined by two parame-
ters.
1. The outer radius, RO, of the circular tube.
2. The inner radius, RI , of the circular tube.
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3.2.9.1 Examples
A few examples that describe the construction procedure of this type of sections are
show below.
Example 1
This example shows a circular tube section. Here inner and outer radii, frame,
material, and mesh density are assigned for constructing this section. This example
also shows the warping displacement of the cross-section under the applied sectional
loads.
Example 2
This example shows also a circular tube section. Here inner and outer radii, frame,
materials property, and mesh density are assigned for constructing this section. This























Figure 42: The zones of the T-section
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Figure 43: Example 1. I-section
Figure 44: Example 2. I-section
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Figure 45: Example 3. Z-section
Figure 46: Example 4. Z-section
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Figure 48: Configuration of the rectangular box. The dimensions of the various
elements of the section are indicated on the figure. The three shaded areas correspond
































Figure 49: The three zones of the rectangular box
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Figure 50: Example 1. Rectangular box


















Figure 53: Solid zones of the rectangular section
Figure 54: Example 1. Rectangular section
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Figure 56: Configuration of the circular tube
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Figure 57: Example 1. Circular tube
Figure 58: Example 2. Circular tube
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3.2.10 Definition of triangular sections
Triangular sections are parametric configurations of the shape depicted in fig. 59.
They consist of a triangular section, which can be open or closed. The section consists
of a single zone which material properties can be assigned. Note that through the use
















Figure 59: Configuration of the triangular section with open or closed section
The dimensions of the triangular section, shown in fig. 59, are defined by the
following parameters.
3.2.10.1 Web dimensions
1. The height, hu, of the top web.
2. The height, hb, of the bottom web.
3. The thickness, tw, of the web.
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3.2.10.2 Top flange dimensions
1. The width, w, of the section.
2. The thickness, ttf , of the top flange (default value: ttf = tw).
3.2.10.3 Bottom flange dimensions
1. The width, w, of the section.
2. The thickness, tbf , of the bottom flange (default value: tbf = tw).
As shown in fig. 60, the section features a single zone.




















Figure 60: The three zones of the triangular section
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3.2.10.4 Examples
A few examples that describe the construction procedure of this type of section are
shown below.
Example 1
This example shows an open triangular section. Here top and bottom web heights,
width, web thickness, material, frame, and mesh density are assigned for constructing
this section. This example also shows the principal axes of shearing at the shear
center.
Figure 61: Example 1. Triangular section
3.2.11 Definition of T-sections
T-sections are parametric configurations of the shape depicted in fig. 62. They consist
of a T-section, possibly reinforced by a top flange. The section consists of up to three
zones to which independent material properties can be assigned. Note that through
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Figure 62: Configuration of the T-section
The dimensions of the T-section, shown in fig. 62, are defined by the following
parameters.
3.2.11.1 Web dimensions
1. The height, h, of the section.
2. The thickness, tlw, of the left part of the web.
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3. The thickness, trw, of the right part of the web.
3.2.11.2 Top left flange dimensions
1. The width, wtlf , of the top left flange.
2. The thickness, ttlf , of the top left flange (default value: ttlf = tlw).
3. The skew angle, αtlf , of the top left flange, positive up, measured in degrees
(default value: αtlf = 0).
4. The thickness, ttr, of the top reinforcement flange; this thickness applied to
both left and right reinforcements that cannot exist independently of each other
(default value: ttr = 0). This variable is also used as a flag for the presence of
the top flange reinforcement: if ttr > 0, this reinforcement is present.
3.2.11.3 Top right flange dimensions
1. The width, wtrf , of the top right flange (default value: wtrf = wtlf).
2. The thickness, ttrf , of the top right flange (default value: ttrf = trw).
3. The skew angle, αtrf , of the top right flange, positive up, measured in degrees
(default value: αtrf = 0).
As shown in fig. 63, the section is divided into three zones.
1. The top reinforcement flange consists of the components labeled TLFlgR and
TRFlgR.
2. The left portion of the T-section consists of the components labeled TLFlg and
LWeb.




A few examples that describe the construction procedure of this type of section are
shown below.
Example 1
This example shows a T-section with skewed flange and top reinforcement. Here
web height, web thicknesses, flange widths, flange thicknesses,flange skew angles,
materials, and mesh density are assigned for constructing this section. This example
also shows the inverse of the reserve factor field over the cross- section under the
applied sectional loads.
Example 2
This example shows a T-section with flange reinforcement. Here web height,
web thicknesses, flange widths, flange thicknesses, materials, and mesh density are
assigned for constructing this section. This example also shows the axial stress field























Figure 63: The three zones of the T-section
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Figure 64: Example 1. T-section
Figure 65: Example 2. T-section
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3.3 Builder
A complex section is viewed as a collection of interconnected walls. Various con-
nectors such as Split-connectors, T-connectors, and V-connectors are considered for
connecting walls for creating a realistic section. The section may need to integrate
core materials inside the cavities to keep the original shape during operation. The
definition of walls (section 3.3.1), Split-connectors (section 3.3.2), T-connectors (sec-
tion 3.3.3), V-connectors (section 3.3.4), and Core (section 3.3.5) are discussed below.
3.3.1 Definition of walls
As discussed in the introduction of chapter 3, a general beam section is defined as an
assembly of interconnected walls, see fig. 6.
3.3.1.1 Wall geometry
The geometry of a wall is is defined by an oriented planar curve, as shown in fig. 66,
defined in terms of its NURBS representation [42, 81]. Each point on the curve is
associated with a variable η; the curve is defined between points A, and B, corre-
sponding to η = 0, and η = 1, respectively. Along the curve, the unit tangent, and
normal vectors, denoted t̄, and n̄, respectively, are defined such that t̄ points in the
direction of increasing values of η, and unit vectors (t̄, n̄) correspond to a planar ro-
tation of unit vector (̄ı2, ı̄3). It now becomes possible to define the upper, and lower
portion of the wall: the upper portion of the wall is located above the curve, i.e. in
the direction of n̄, whereas the lower portion of the wall is located below the curve.
3.3.1.2 Wall stacking sequence
The upper, and lower walls consist of a number of layers stacked on top, and below
the curve, respectively. Fig. 66 shows an upper wall consisting of three layers de-
noted Layer1, Layer2, and Layer3, whereas the lower wall consists of layers Layer4,
























Figure 66: General configuration of a wall
and Layer3 are of thickness t2, and t3, respectively.
Layers do not necessarily span the entire length of the curve defining the geometry
of the wall. In general, each layer starts at a given location, ηi, along the curve, and
ends at a location, ηf . The left portion of fig. 67 shows a typical configuration for a
stacking sequence: layers Layer1, Layer2, and Layer5 have the same beginning, and
end coordinates, ηi = 0, and ηf = 1, respectively, whereas Layer3 features ηi = η2,
and ηf = η3, and Layer4 features ηi = η1, and ηf = η4. Of course, when layers
are dropped or added, the layers at the further distance from the curve defining
the geometry of the wall drop onto the remaining layers, as illustrated on the right
portion of fig. 67. An add-drop zone length defines the distance over which the layers
are allowed to collapse onto a lower position.
Each layer is characterized by the following parameters (1) the layer name; (2) the
layer beginning, and end coordinates, ηi, and ηf , respectively; (3) the layer thickness;
(4) the material the layer is made of.
For transversely-isotropic materials, which are common for fiber reinforced com-
posites, are easier to express materials properties as solid properties.
Walls are allowed for ply-add/drops at any position between U=0 to U=1, as
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Figure 67: Definition of the stacking sequence and actual configuration of the wall
depicted in fig. 67. This ply-add/drops feature gives the freedom for designing a
realistic airfoil section after connecting several walls with various connectors (i.e.,
T-connector, V-connector, Split-connector etc).
Two walls with arbitrary lay-ups can be connected using “@CONNECTED AT 0”
and “@CONNECTED AT 1” commands. For connecting the initial position of a wall
with the final position of another wall, “@CONNECTED AT 0” command is used.
On the other hand, “@CONNECTED AT 1” command is considered for connecting
the final position of a wall with the initial position of another wall, as depicted in
fig. 68. The number of layers for walls must be equal at the connection. The layer
thickness and material properties should also be compatible at the connection position
of two walls.
3.3.1.3 Examples
A few examples that describe the construction procedure of this type of section are
shown below.
Example 1
This example shows a wall that has five layers. Each layer may have different
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Wall A Wall B
Before Connection
After Connection
Figure 68: Connection of two walls
materials. Ply-add/drops are also shown here. The mesh density can also be adjusted
base on the requirement. This example also shows the axial stress field over the cross-
section under the applied sectional loads.
Example 2
This example mainly shows the connection between two walls. Both walls have
equal number of layers at the connection. The material properties of the layers need
to be compatible at the joining position. The tangents of the base curves of the walls
should also be equal or comparable (the angle between them should be less than 100).
Both walls may have ply-add/drops. Ply-add/drops are not allowed at the connection
position. This example also shows the principal axes of shearing at the shear center.
3.3.2 Definition of Split-connector sections
Split-connector is a connector for connecting three walls. Three walls (WallA, WallB,
and WallC) connected with Spilt, are depicted in fig. 71. Split-connector can be
constructed at any direction. i.e., one wall can split in two walls or two walls can
marge into one wall. User has to provide the WallA (connected at position A of Split-
connector), WallB (connected at position B of Split-connector), and WallC (connected
at position C of Split-connector) information for constructing a Split-connector.
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Figure 69: Example 1. Wall with arbitrary lay-ups
The detail description of Split-connector is shown in fig. 72. Basically wall infor-
mation is used for Split-connector construction. Points Ki, K1i, Mi, and M1i (i= 1,2,3
...n) are generated from WallA, WallB, and WallC. Points Ki, and Mi (or M1i) are
the starting positions (at U=0) of various layers of WallA, and WallC respectively.
Similarly, points K1i are the final position (at U=1) of the layers of WallB. Li are
the intersection points of the tangents of the layers of WallA (at U=0) and WallC
(at U=0). L1i are the intersection points of the tangents of the layers of WallB (at
U=1) and WallC (at U=0). Here the sum of the layers for WallA and WallB is equal
to that of WallC. Curves, and surfaces are constructed from Ki, K1i, Li, L1i, Mi, and
M1i. Solids are generated using the material and mesh properties. From WallB, and
lower part of WallC properties, LeftTailLo, and RightTailLo sections are generated.
LeftTailUp, and RightTailUp sections are generated from WallA, and upper part of
WallC properties.
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Figure 70: Example 2. Connection between two walls
3.3.2.1 Examples
An example that describes the construction procedure of this type of section is shown
below.
Example 1
This example shows a Split-connector that connects three walls. WallA, WallB,
and WallC have two, two, and four number of layers respectively. Here the sum of the
number of layers for WallA and WallB are equal to that of WallC at the connection
position. This example also shows the principal centroidal axes of bending.
3.3.3 Definition of T-connector sections
T-connector is a connector for connecting three walls like a T-shape. Three walls
(WallA, WallB, and WallC) connected with a T-connector, are depicted in fig. 74,















Figure 71: Three walls can be connected as above with a Split-connector
The web is constructed from the layers of the WallC. WallC has layers at upper and
lower directions. Upper direction means layers are stacked at the positive normal
direction of the base curve of the wall. Whereas, lower direction means the layers
are stacked at the negative normal direction. Right portion of the web (RWeb) and
lower part of the right flange (TRFlg) are constructed from the upper direction layers
of WallC. Where as, the left part of the web (LWeb) and lower portion of the left
flange (TLFlg) is constructed from the lower direction layers of the WallC. The upper
portion of the left and right flanges (TLFlgR and TRFlgR) are constructed from
the pass through layers. Pass through layers are the common number of layers from
the WallA and WallB. User has to provide the Wall A (connected at position A of
T-connector), WallB (connected at position B of T-connector), WallC (connected










































































Here   *RTU = RightTailUp, *LTU = LeftTailUp
Figure 72: Three walls and a Split-connector (in detail)
constructing a T-connector.
The detail description of T-connector is shown in fig. 76. Wall information is
used for T-connector construction. For a T-connector (shown in fig. 76), points
Ai, and Bi (i= 1,2,3....n) are generated from the pass through layers information
of WallA, (at U=0) and WallB (at U=1). Di are the middle points of Ai and Bi.
Aai, and Bbi (i= 1,2,3....n) are generated from the rest of the layers information of
WallA (at U=0), and WallB (at U=1). Ci, and Cci are constructed from the upper,
and lower parts of WallC (at U=0) respectively. Ei are the intersection points of
the tangents of the layers of WallA (at U=0) and upper part of WallC (at U=0).
Fi are the intersection points of the tangents of the layers of WallB (at U=1) and
lower part of WallC (at U=0). Curves and surfaces are constructed using these
points. Finally solid is defined using the material and mesh properties. TRFlgR,
and TLFlgR are constructed form the pass through layers information of WallA,
and WallB respectively. TRFlg, and TLFlg are constructed form the other layers
information of WallA, and WallB. Whereas, RWeb, and LWeb are constructed form
the upper, and lower parts of WallC information respectively.
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Figure 73: Example 1. Split-connector with three walls
3.3.3.1 Examples
A few examples that describe the construction procedure of this type of section are
shown below.
Example 1
This example shows a simple T-connector that connects three walls. All walls
have two layers. This example also shows the axial strain field over the cross-section
under the applied sectional loads.
Example 2
This example shows the connection among five walls using two T-connectors. This
example also shows the inverse of the reserve factor over the cross- section under the
applied sectional loads.
Example 3
This example shows the connection among eight walls using six T-connectors.
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Figure 74: Three walls can be connected as above with a T-connector
All walls have more than two layers and ply-add/drops are also shown here. This
example also shows the shear strain field over the cross-section under the applied
sectional loads.
3.3.4 Definition of V-connector sections
V-connector is a connector for connecting two walls like a V-shape. Two walls (WallA
and WallB) connected with a V-connector, are depicted in fig. 80. V-connector has
the same number of layers of walls at the junction. It is very useful for the trailing-
edge construction of an airfoil section. User needs to provide the WallA (connected
at position A of V-connector) and WallB (connected at position B of V-connector)
information for constructing a V-connector.
The detail description of V-connector is shown in fig. 81. Basically wall infor-
























































Figure 75: Three walls can be connected as above with a T-connector
generated from WallA, and WallB. Points Pi are the starting positions (U=0) of vari-
ous layers of WallA. Similarly, points Ri are the final positions (at U=1) of the layers
of WallB. Qi are the intersection points of the tangents of the layers of WallA (at
U=0) and WallB (at U=1). Curves, and surfaces are constructed from Pi, Qi, and
Ri. Solids are generated using the material and mesh properties. From WallA, and
WallB properties VconUp, and VconLo sections are constructed.
3.3.4.1 Examples
An example that describes the construction procedure of this type of section is shown
below.
Example 1
This example shows a V-connector that connects two walls. These walls have two
layers. This example also shows the principal axes of inertia at the mass center.
3.3.5 Definition of core sections
SectionBuilder can integrate core materials inside the cavities of the cross-sections.
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Figure 76: Three walls and T-connector in upward direction (in detail)
finite element analysis, and computing the sectional properties. For example, the
cross-sections that are shown in fig. 7 need to integrate core material inside the
desired cavity. At this point, closed Boundary curves, and corresponding points
from the walls are only available as input information shown in fig. 7. Free mesh is
considered for generating meshes inside the arbitrary closed boundary curve. The
Delaunay triangulation [43, 76], is the most popular, and efficient technique for free
mesh generation for this kind of situation. This technique ensures the minimum
angle of the triangles is equal or greater than that generated by any other techniques
and produces the best possible meshes. As a result, the Delaunay triangulation
technique is considered here for creating the free meshes of the core material. The
Delaunay triangulation technique is discussed in appendix B. But this technique can
not serve this purpose properly due to the presence of non-convex hull (explained
in appendix A), few scattered points presence from the boundary curve, three points
presence in the same straight line, and four points presence in the circumference of the
same circle. As a result, a new algorithm based on the Delaunay refinement algorithm
is proposed here. This algorithm can produce fine mesh for core material of hollow
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Figure 77: Example 1. T-connector with three walls
cross-section. A few examples of cross-sections with core materials are shown in the
section 4. The proposed algorithm is explained below.
3.3.5.1 The proposed algorithm
The Delaunay triangulation technique does not create free meshes properly inside
non-convex hull. A new algorithm based on the Delaunay refinement algorithm is
considered for creating free meshes inside any arbitrary closed boundary curve (with
convex or non-convex hull). This algorithm has five steps, shown in fig. 83, and fig. 84.
The steps are:
(1) Create the initial (coarse) triangles using the input data (points from the
boundary curves) considering the Delaunay triangulation technique that is explained
in the appendix B. Delete the triangles that stay outside the boundary curve (Op-
tional at this stage).
(2) Insert new point at the circumcenter of the triangles, which area, and as-
pect ratio (AR) are higher than the preassigned Areamax, and ARmax. The Inserted
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Figure 78: Example 2. Two T-connectors with five walls
point must remain inside the boundary. This way the big and sliver triangles can be
removed.
(3) Create again the Delaunay triangles using all data points (including inserted
points).
(4) Delete the triangles that stay outside the boundary curve.
(5) Repeat the process until all the big, and sliver triangles are removed, and get
a fine mesh.
The proposed algorithm for free mesh generation for arbitrary sections is used for
constructing the free meshes inside two arbitrary closed boundaries are also shown in
fig. 85 and fig. 86.
Few triangles look very small because minimum value of area of triangle is not set
for these examples. The higher aspect ratio triangles are considered for further refine-
ment although the triangles are small. The proposed algorithm is used to integrate
core materials for analyzing the realistic rotor blade cross-sections. The quality of free
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Figure 79: Example 3. Four T-connectors with eight walls
mesh depends on the points selected from the boundary curves for initial Delaunay
triangulation. The quality of free mesh becomes nice if the total number of boundary
points are high and uniformly spaced. But poor mesh can be generated if only a
few number of points with non-uniformly spaced is considered for initial Delaunay
triangulation. The sectional properties, computed by SectionBuilder, are validated,
and given in detail in section 4.
This algorithm is considered for creating triangular free mesh to integrate core
materials inside the closed boundaries, generated by walls. The detail procedure for
creating triangular free mesh to integrate core material inside the boundary developed
by two walls is given below:
(1) For this particular example, shown in fig. 87: both the walls have three layers,
ply add/drops, and five zones. From the topmost curves of the zones, the initial,
and final station points are picked up (two walls have 12 points). These points are
considered for initial Delaunay triangulation. The triangles that contain all three
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vertices from wallA or wallB ( i.e., triangles lie outside the boundary curves) are
deleted from the available Delaunay triangles. The remaining triangles are drawn
by joining vertices with straight line(s) except the curves available from walls. For
SectionBuilder, these triangles are known as GSols, and shown in fig.1 of fig. 87.
(2) The connection among walls and triangular GSols is resolved by setting proper
triangular GSol at the top of the proper quadrilateral GSol from walls.
(3) Every triangular GSol is considered for creating fine triangular mesh. The
outmost boundary curve for each zone are divided by the number of elements. The
number of element of each zone can be calculated from the walls, zones, and mesh
curves information. The characteristic length of an element is calculated by dividing
the total length of two walls with the total mesh density of two walls. The length of
every straight line curve for GSol is divided by this characteristic length for finding
out the total number of points on the straight line curves. This way, the points on
the GSol boundary curves are found out based on mesh density information of walls.
These points are considered for the Delaunay triangulation and course mesh can be
generated. This course mesh generation of a triangular GSol is shown in fig.2 of
fig. 87.
(4) Big and high aspect ratio triangles are considered for further refinement by
inserting points at the middle of the longest edge of the triangles, as shown in fig.3
of fig. 87. (The points can also be inserted at the circumcenter or centroid of the
triangles. But points insertion at the middle of the longest edge is considered here
and fine quality mesh can be generated.) But the points can not be inserted on
or outside the boundary curves of the walls. At the time of inserting points, it is
always necessary to make sure that the inserted points are not too close to the other
points and always maintain a minimum distance between each pair of points. After
inserting points, the Delaunay triangulation is carried out again. Points insertion
and the Delaunay triangulation are continued until desired quality mesh is achieved.
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Finally the triangles are deleted those lie outside the boundary curves of the triangular
GSol. The triangles from the refined mesh are known as Sol for SectionBuilder, as
shown in fig.4 of fig. 87.
(5) The position of vertices are known for all available Sols (shown as big points
in fig.4 of fig. 87). The edges are created by joining vertices with straight line unless
available from curves of the walls. These three vertices are considered as three corner
nodes and other three nodes are inserted at the middle of the edges. Finally the Sol
is considered as six noded triangular element for finite element analysis.
The same technique can be applied for creating triangular free mesh to integrate
core material among more than two walls. The mesh generation to integrate core
material among three or four walls (airfoil, rotor blade section) are given as examples




















































Figure 81: Two walls and a V-connector (in detail)
Figure 82: Example 1. V-connector with two walls
103
Figure 83: Free mesh generation steps
104
Figure 84: Free mesh generation steps (continued)
105
Figure 85: Example 1. Free mesh generation
106





























































A simple NACA four digit series (0012) airfoil cross-section shown in fig. 88 is con-
sidered as a first example. This cross-section has a chord length 1.0 m and thickness
0.005 m. Steel is considered as the material. The cross-sectional properties are com-
puted and stiffnesses at 382 elements (6,876 DOF) are shown in fig. 90. The variation
of axial stiffness with the number of elements is also plotted and the difference is
negligible for higher number of elements, as shown in fig. 89. The results are also
compared with those computed by the VABS-ANSYS Toolset. Cross-sectional area
differs by 2.5% and almost all stiffnesses differ by less than 2.0% at higher number of
elements for the two methods of computation.
Figure 88: Simple airfoil cross-section with mesh generation
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Figure 89: Variation of axial stiffness with number of elements plot
S T R A I N   <--- C U R V A T U R E S --->
Axial S1      Twist   K1      Bending K2      Bending K3
2.09324e+009    0.00000e+000    1.35141e-001 -1.02359e+009
0.00000e+000    4.83821e+006    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
1.35140e-001    0.00000e+000    3.71649e+006    2.75871e-004
-1.02359e+009    0.00000e+000    2.75930e-004    6.76887e+008
--- Sectional stiffness matrix (4x4) ---
Figure 90: Stiffnesses for simple airfoil section
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An airfoil cross-section of NACA four digit series (4416) with one web and chord
length 1.0 m as shown in fig. 91 is constructed next. This cross-section is made of
five walls with arbitrary lay-ups and ply add/drops. These walls are connected with
various connectors (two T-connectors and one V-connector). Two adjacent walls at
the tip are connected between themselves. Steel, and aluminum are used as materials
for the various layers of the airfoil cross-section. The cross-sectional properties are
computed at 3,162 DOF and stiffness and compliance matrices are shown in fig. 92.
Sectional mass matrix of the cross-section is depicted in fig. 93. The axial stress








(b) Principal axes of bending
(c) Axial stress distribution for axial loading
Figure 91: Geometry and analysis results for airfoil cross-section with one web
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S T R A I N   <--- C U R V A T U R E S --->
Axial S1      Twist   K1      Bending K2      Bending K3
2.13603e+009    0.00000e+000    6.71088e+007 -8.19370e+008
0.00000e+000    7.63282e+006    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
6.71088e+007    0.00000e+000    9.16746e+006 -2.46366e+007
-8.19370e+008    0.00000e+000 -2.46366e+007    4.70972e+008
--- Sectional stiffness matrix (4x4) ---
--- Sectional stiffness matrix (6x6) ---
<--- S T R A I N S --->   <--- C U R V A T U R E S --->
Axial S1        Shear S2        Shear S3      Twist   K1 Bending K2      Bending K3
2.13603e+009    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000 6.71088e+007 -8.19370e+008
0.00000e+000    4.85892e+008    3.39475e+007 -1.39633e+007    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000    3.39475e+007    7.60613e+007    1.95605e+007 0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000 -1.39633e+007    1.95605e+007    1.37572e+007    0.00000e+000 0.00000e+000
6.71088e+007    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000 9.16746e+006 -2.46366e+007
-8.19370e+008    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000 -2.46366e+007    4.70972e+008
--- Sectional compliance matrix ---
<--- F O R C E S --->   <--- M O M E N T S --->
Axial F1        Shear F2        Shear F3      Torque  M1 Bending M2      Bending M3
1.57255e-009    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000 -4.83964e-009    2.48266e-009
0.00000e+000    2.42879e-009 -2.70826e-009    6.31590e-009    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000 -2.70826e-009    2.37456e-008 -3.65113e-008    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000    6.31590e-009 -3.65113e-008    1.31013e-007    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
-4.83964e-009    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    1.41819e-007 -1.00116e-009
2.48266e-009    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000 -1.00116e-009    6.39009e-009
Figure 92: Stiffnesses and compliance matrices for airfoil section with one web
Figure 93: Sectional mass matrix for airfoil section with one web
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A complex rotor blade cross-section of NACA four digit series (0012) airfoil with
four webs and chord length 2.24 m as shown in fig. 94 is next constructed. This
cross-section is made of 14 walls with arbitrary lay-ups and ply add/drops. Each
wall has at least 24 layers of composite materials. These walls are connected with
various connectors (eight T-connectors and one V-connector). Two adjacent walls at
the tip are connected between themselves. CYTEC5250-4-IM7/6K (Carbon/5250-4)
with various orientation angles (−450 to +450) is selected as material for the airfoil
cross-section. The cross-sectional properties are computed at 33,540 DOF and few of
them are shown in fig. 95. The axial stress distribution due to axial loading is also
shown in fig. 94.
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(a) Geometric details
(b) Axial due to axial loadingstress distribution
Figure 94: Geometry and analysis results for complex rotor blade cross-section
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<--- S T R A I N S --->   <--- C U R V A T U R E S --->
Axial S1        Shear S2        Shear S3      Twist   K1 Bending K2      Bending K3
1.45287e+008    3.73475e+004 -3.47244e+004    7.40790e+003    1.39609e+003 -1.51446e+008
3.73475e+004    3.24297e+007 -2.47513e+006 -1.96810e+006 -8.02481e+003 -7.63949e+003
-3.47244e+004 -2.47513e+006    2.04730e+006    1.62911e+006    6.02005e+002 9.68373e+003
7.40790e+003 -1.96810e+006    1.62911e+006    2.74531e+006    6.54648e+002 1.55576e+004
1.39609e+003 -8.02481e+003    6.02005e+002    6.54648e+002    1.23635e+006 -2.06475e+003
-1.51446e+008 -7.63949e+003    9.68373e+003    1.55576e+004 -2.06475e+003    2.14196e+008
--- Sectional stiffness matrix ---
--- Sectional compliance matrix ---
<--- F O R C E S --->   <--- M O M E N T S --->
Axial F1        Shear F2        Shear F3      Torque  M1 Bending M2      Bending M3
2.61735e-008    1.59904e-012    9.41785e-010 -7.33223e-010    1.29031e-012    1.85058e-008
1.59904e-012    3.39705e-008    4.10967e-008 -3.43094e-011    2.00500e-010    4.88637e-013
9.41785e-010    4.10967e-008    9.75203e-007 -5.49246e-007    8.27710e-011    6.63154e-010
-7.33223e-010 -3.43094e-011 -5.49246e-007    6.90170e-007 -9.83084e-011 -5.43721e-010
1.29031e-012    2.00500e-010    8.27710e-011 -9.83084e-011    8.08835e-007    8.71966e-012
1.85058e-008    4.88637e-013    6.63154e-010 -5.43721e-010    8.71966e-012    1.77531e-008
--- Sectional area ---
Omega = ( 8.87641e-002) [ft2]
Figure 95: Sectional properties of complex rotor blade section
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SectionBuilder can integrate core materials inside the cavities of the cross-section.
A simple rectangular cross-section of thickness 0.5 m with two walls of dimension:
1.0 m width and 0.006 m thickness, forming the upper and lower surfaces and with
a core between them is considered at first. The core material is integrated between
these two walls and is shown in fig. 96. Mapped meshes are employed for the two







Figure 96: Mesh generation of rectangular cross-section with two walls and core
material
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The sectional properties are computed and the axial stiffness variation with the
thickness of the walls expressed as the ratio of wall thickness to rectangular cross-
section thickness is shown in fig. 97. The variation of stiffness is minimal and con-
verged for all ratios. Steel is considered for both walls and core material of the
cross-section (E=207 GPa, ν=0.3, and isotropic elasticity.)

































Figure 97: Variation of axial stiffness with the thickness of walls for the rectangular
cross-section
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The sectional properties of this cross-section with 2T/H=2.4% are computed at
4,200 DOF and few of them are shown in fig. 98. It is clear from fig. 97 that at this
mesh size both mapped and free meshes yield the same axial stiffness.
--- Sectional stiffness matrix (4x4) ---
S T R A I N   <---         C U R V A T U R E S         --->
Axial S1      Twist   K1      Bending K2      Bending K3
1.03500e+011    0.00000e+000    2.58750e+010   -5.17500e+010
0.00000e+000    2.27585e+009    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
2.58750e+010    0.00000e+000    8.62500e+009   -1.29375e+010
-5.17500e+010    0.00000e+000   -1.29375e+010    3.45000e+010
--- Sectional stiffness matrix ---
<---            S T R A I N S            --->   <---         C U R V A T U R E S         --->
Axial S1        Shear S2        Shear S3      Twist   K1      Bending K2      Bending K3
1.03500e+011    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    2.58750e+010   -5.17500e+010
0.00000e+000    3.25625e+010   -1.66162e+009   -8.97144e+009    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000   -1.66162e+009    2.65869e+010    1.37089e+010    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000   -8.97144e+009    1.37089e+010    1.13731e+010    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
2.58750e+010    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    8.62500e+009   -1.29375e+010
-5.17500e+010    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000   -1.29375e+010    3.45000e+010
--- Sectional compliance matrix ---
<---             F O R C E S             --->   <---            M O M E N T S            --->
Axial F1        Shear F2        Shear F3      Torque  M1      Bending M2      Bending M3
6.76329e-011    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000   -1.15942e-010    5.79710e-011
0.00000e+000    5.82707e-011   -5.29991e-011    1.09849e-010    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000   -5.29991e-011    1.47582e-010   -2.19698e-010    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000    1.09849e-010   -2.19698e-010    4.39396e-010    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
-1.15942e-010    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    4.63768e-010   -2.97420e-024
5.79710e-011    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000   -3.29527e-024    1.15942e-010
--- Sectional mass matrix ---
<---         V E L O C I T I E S         --->   <--- A N G U L A R   V E L O C I T I E S --->
V1              V2              V3          OMEGA1          OMEGA2          OMEGA3
3.90000e+003    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    9.75000e+002   -1.95000e+003
0.00000e+000    3.90000e+003    0.00000e+000   -9.75000e+002    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    3.90000e+003    1.95000e+003    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000   -9.75000e+002    1.95000e+003    1.62500e+003    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
9.75000e+002    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    3.25000e+002   -4.87500e+002
-1.95000e+003    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000   -4.87500e+002    1.30000e+003
* Sectional area
Omega = ( 5.00000e-001) [m^2].
Figure 98: Sectional properties of the rectangular cross-section with two walls and
core material
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The variation of axial stiffness with number of degrees of freedom (DOF) is ob-
served to be less than that of torsional stiffness. So the torsional stiffness variation
with number of degrees of freedom (DOF) is shown in fig. 99. The stiffnesses of these
two cross-sections are almost identical and the variation is only 0.0057% at higher
number of DOF. The stiffness is also compared with the St. Venant solution and the
variation is 0.17%.
Figure 99: Variation of torsional stiffness with DOF for mapped and free meshes
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The mapped mesh produces nine noded quadrilateral elements with 27 DOF, and
the free mesh generates six noded triangular elements with 18 DOF. The number
of DOF for quadrilateral elements is higher than that for triangular elements. As
a result, the cross-sectional properties (fig. 99) and stresses (fig. 101 and fig. 102)
for the rectangular cross-section with mapped meshes converge more rapidly than
those for rectangular cross-section with free meshes due to higher number of DOF for
quadrilateral elements than that for triangular elements.
In order to investigate the effect of mesh shape on stresses, a torsional loading
is applied and the shear stress is computed at selected locations. Torsional loading
is considered because it was found to produce the greatest variation from nominal
values. The shear stresses and torsional stiffness are computed for a torque of 100
N.m at the centroid of the rectangular cross-section shown in fig. 96 with different
meshed areas.
The maximum shear stress which occurs at the location, x2=0.5 m and x3=0.0
or 0.5 m (midpoint of the long sides) varies with the relative areas of mapped and
free mesh (defined by ratio of walls thickness to section thickness defined in fig. 96)
is shown in fig. 100. In this figure the ratio of the computed to exact shear stress
(St. Venant solution) is plotted. The variation is minimal and the shear stress is
converged.
These results show that the use of mapped or free mesh of comparable size has
essentially no effect on computed stiffness or stress. To study the effect of mesh size
or number of DOF, the same rectangular steel cross-section is analyzed using different
mesh sizes.
The shear stress, τ12, as a function of the number of DOF is shown in fig. 101 at
the location, x2=0.5 m and x3=0.3 m (where bottom left corner is assigned as origin
in fig. 96.) The shear stress is almost identical to the exact (St. Venant) solution
even at lower number of DOF. The effect of free mesh on shear stress is also small as
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Figure 100: Variation of maximum shear stress with the thickness of walls for the
rectangular cross-section
compared to the exact (St. Venant) solution and the difference is 0.405% at higher
numbers of DOF.
The shear stress, τ12, as a function of the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) is
also shown in fig. 102 at another selected location, x2=0.6 m and x3=0.4 m (where
bottom left corner is assigned as origin in fig. 96.) The shear stress for the rectan-
gular cross-section with mapped mesh is almost identical to the exact (St. Venant)
solution even at lower number of DOF. The effect of free mesh on shear stress for
the rectangular cross-section is also minimal as compared to the exact (St. Venant)
solution and the variation is 0.913% at higher number of DOF.
The shear stresses distribution along two different paths on the cross-section is
shown in fig. 103. Shear stress, τ12 is shown along path A (x2=0.5m) while τ13 is shown
along path B (x3=0.25m). The shear stresses for the rectangular cross-section with
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Figure 101: Variation of shear stress with number of DOF at the location, x2=0.5
m and x3=0.3 m
mapped meshes (at 15,453 DOF) are identical to the exact (St. Venant) solution. On
the other hand, the shear stresses for the rectangular cross-section with free meshes
(at 15,321 DOF) are also quite as compared to the exact (St. Venant) solution and
the variation is up to 2.8%. Shear stresses for the rectangular cross-section with free
meshes converge more slowly to the exact (St. Venant) solution due to the courser
and more irregular free meshes over the cross-section for comparable DOF. In all cases
the convergence of the stresses is expedited by considering finer and more uniform
free meshes that can be attained by selecting a higher number of elements (i.e., higher
number of DOF) for the cross-section. So, the error in the stresses for the cross-section
with free meshes can be reduced by computing them at higher numbers of DOF to
ensure convergence, as shown in fig. 101 and fig. 102.
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Figure 102: Variation of shear stress with number of DOF at the location, x2=0.6
m and x3=0.4 m
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(b) Shear stress along path (measured from centroid)





Figure 103: Variation of shear stresses, (τ12 and τ13) across cross-section along paths
A and B
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An airfoil cross-section of NACA four digit series (4416) with one web, chord length
1.0 m, and core material inside the aft cavity is constructed, as shown in fig. 104. This
cross-section is made of five walls with arbitrary lay-ups and ply add/drops. These
walls are connected with various connectors (two T-connectors and one V-connector).
Two adjacent walls at the trailing edge are connected together. Free meshes are
generated inside the aft cavity of the airfoil cross-section to model a core material.
The inside boundary node points of the three walls are used for free mesh generation
in the core material. Steel and aluminum are used as materials for various layers of
the airfoil cross-section. HexWebACG Honeycomb is used as the core material. The
cross-sectional properties are computed at 3,174 DOF and few of them are shown in
fig. 105. The axial stress distribution is also shown in fig. 104.
(a) Geometry
(b) Axial stress distribution for axial loading
Figure 104: Airfoil cross-section with core material
The axial stiffness variation with the numbers of DOF for the airfoil cross-section
with core material is shown in fig. 106. 813 DOF can be reached as minimum for
this cross-section when mesh density equal to one is considered for all five walls. The
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--- Sectional stiffness matrix ---
<---            S T R A I N S            --->   <---         C U R V A T U R E S         --->
Axial S1        Shear S2        Shear S3      Twist   K1      Bending K2      Bending K3
2.09942e+009    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    6.24054e+007   -8.17877e+008
0.00000e+000    5.02396e+008    1.24213e+007   -1.99880e+007    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000    1.24213e+007    1.03856e+008    3.19680e+007    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000   -1.99880e+007    3.19680e+007    1.90382e+007    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
6.24054e+007    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    8.73661e+006   -2.32042e+007
-8.17877e+008    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000   -2.32042e+007    4.78813e+008
--- Sectional compliance matrix ---
<---             F O R C E S             --->   <---            M O M E N T S            --->
Axial F1        Shear F2        Shear F3      Torque  M1      Bending M2      Bending M3
1.57662e-009    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000   -4.71604e-009    2.46454e-009
0.00000e+000    2.27651e-009   -2.08629e-009    5.89326e-009    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000   -2.08629e-009    2.18415e-008   -3.88654e-008    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000    5.89326e-009   -3.88654e-008    1.23974e-007    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
-4.71604e-009    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    1.45477e-007   -1.00553e-009
2.46454e-009    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000   -1.00553e-009    6.24953e-009
--- Sectional mass matrix ---
<---         V E L O C I T I E S         --->   <--- A N G U L A R   V E L O C I T I E S --->
V1              V2              V3          OMEGA1          OMEGA2          OMEGA3
8.07563e+001    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    2.41223e+000   -3.18483e+001
0.00000e+000    8.07563e+001    0.00000e+000   -2.41223e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    8.07563e+001    3.18483e+001    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000   -2.41223e+000    3.18483e+001    1.89979e+001    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
2.41223e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    3.32068e-001   -9.09228e-001
* Sectional area
Omega = ( 7.24427e-002) [m^2].
Figure 105: Sectional properties of airfoil cross-section with core material
axial stiffness variation is minimal and converges quickly.
The shear stress for a torque of 100 N.m at the centroid is computed at the top of
the upper skin and half chord location. The variation of stress with the numbers of
DOF for the cross-section is shown in fig. 107. The shear stress variation is minimal
and also converges quickly.
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Figure 106: Variation of axial stiffness with DOF for the airfoil cross-section with
core material
























Figure 107: Variation of shear stress with DOF for the airfoil cross-section with
core material at the top of the upper skin and half chord location
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The previously considered complex rotor blade cross-section of NACA four digit
series (0012) airfoil with four webs and chord length 2.24 m as shown in fig. 94, inte-
grated with core materials inside various cavities is constructed and shown in fig. 108.
This cross-section is made of 14 walls with arbitrary lay-ups and ply add/drops. Walls
have between 24 to 36 layers of composite materials. These walls are connected with
various connectors (eight T-connectors and one V-connector). Two adjacent walls at
the tip are connected between themselves. Free meshes are generated for integrating
core materials inside the front, middle, and aft cavities of the airfoil cross-section.
The boundary points from the inside curves of the three (for front and aft cavities) or
four (for middle cavity) walls are considered for free mesh generation of core materi-
als. CYTEC5250-4-IM7/6K (Carbon/5250-4) with various orientation angles (−450
to +450) is considered as material for airfoil cross-section. HexWebACG Honeycomb
is used as core material. The cross-sectional properties are computed and few of them
at 34,275 DOF are shown in fig. 109. The axial stress distribution is also shown in
fig. 108.
The axial stiffness variation with the numbers of DOF for the airfoil cross-section
with core material is shown in fig. 110. The variation of the stiffness with DOF over
a range of 2:1 is almost negligible and varies by no more than 0.02%.
The shear stress for a torque of 100 N.m at the centroid is computed at the top of
the upper skin and near quarter chord location (at x2= 0.588 m.) The variation of
stress with the numbers of DOF for this cross-section is shown in fig. 111. The shear
stress variation is very small.
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(a) Geometry and meshes
(b) Axial stress distribution due to axial loading
Figure 108: Complex rotor blade cross-section with core material
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--- Sectional stiffness matrix (4x4) ---
S T R A I N   <---         C U R V A T U R E S         --->
Axial S1      Twist   K1      Bending K2      Bending K3
7.62607e+008    3.31956e+004   -6.98185e+002   -7.82854e+008
3.31956e+004    4.03103e+006    1.96767e+001   -6.62972e+003
-6.98185e+002    1.96767e+001    3.27717e+006    2.78525e+001
-7.82854e+008   -6.62972e+003    2.78525e+001    9.63171e+008
--- Sectional stiffness matrix ---
<---            S T R A I N S            --->   <---         C U R V A T U R E S         --->
Axial S1        Shear S2        Shear S3      Twist   K1      Bending K2      Bending K3
7.62607e+008    4.50294e+003   -9.55226e+003    2.50984e+004   -6.98249e+002   -7.82854e+008
4.50294e+003    2.59487e+007   -1.27910e+007   -1.08428e+007   -2.93602e+002   -1.39772e+003
-9.55226e+003   -1.27910e+007    2.78643e+007    2.36199e+007    1.82306e+002    2.52998e+003
2.50984e+004   -1.08428e+007    2.36199e+007    2.40530e+007    1.74214e+002   -4.48512e+003
-6.98249e+002   -2.93602e+002    1.82306e+002    1.74214e+002    3.27717e+006    2.78715e+001
-7.82854e+008   -1.39772e+003    2.52998e+003   -4.48512e+003    2.78715e+001    9.63171e+008
* Sectional area
Omega = ( 2.35156e-001) [ft^2].
--- Sectional mass matrix ---
<---         V E L O C I T I E S         --->   <--- A N G U L A R   V E L O C I T I E S --->
V1              V2              V3          OMEGA1          OMEGA2          OMEGA3
2.61658e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000   -1.91448e-006   -2.60250e+000
0.00000e+000    2.61658e+000    0.00000e+000    1.91448e-006    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000    2.61658e+000    2.60250e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
0.00000e+000    1.91448e-006    2.60250e+000    3.17178e+000    0.00000e+000    0.00000e+000
--- Sectional compliance matrix ---
<---             F O R C E S             --->   <---            M O M E N T S            --->
Axial F1        Shear F2        Shear F3      Torque  M1      Bending M2      Bending M3
7.91684e-009    2.88747e-014    4.84365e-011   -5.46123e-011    1.63229e-012    6.43471e-009
2.88747e-014    4.98081e-008    2.28629e-008    1.62149e-012    3.19040e-012    3.57016e-014
4.84365e-011    2.28629e-008    2.24638e-007   -2.10287e-007    7.40713e-013    3.78325e-011
-5.46123e-011    1.62149e-012   -2.10287e-007    2.48076e-007   -1.50077e-012   -4.26807e-011
Figure 109: Sectional properties of complex rotor blade cross-section with core
material
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Figure 110: Variation of axial stiffness with DOF for complex rotor blade cross-
section with core material























Figure 111: Variation of shear stress with DOF for complex rotor blade cross-section




SectionBuilder is a new and versatile tool, developed based on finite element analysis
for generating meshes and rapidly computing the sectional properties of composite
beam cross-sections. It also speeds up the analysis process. It has the ability to
create multi-cell and multiply connected walls, and airfoil sections. This tool can
handle the complex lay-up sequences and arbitrary material properties for each layer
of the cross-section. It has also the ability to handle the variation of thickness of skin
and D-spars of airfoil cross-sections that can be found in rotor blades. It integrates
core materials into the cross-sections for modeling realistic rotor blade cross-sections.
A visualization environment is integrated with the tool for visualizing the stress and
strain distributions over the cross-sections. Post-processing and visualization of stress
and strain fields are also complete for this tool.
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CHAPTER VI
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The SectionBuilder code can be enhanced to improve the capabilities of modeling and
analysis of beam sections in more realistic sense. SectionBuilder could be modified to
accept parametric inputs in terms of the design variables of the optimization process.
Optimization tools could be used to drive the design process. A hierarchical approach
could be used to break the overall design and optimization processes into manageable
problems. So the technical objectives would be:
(1) Incorporate the capabilities for optimization and sensitivity studies into Sec-
tionBuilder.
(2) Incorporate a suite of sectional optimization tools in SectionBuilder for com-
posite rotor blade design.
(3) Develop procedures for coupled global (rotor/aircraft) and local (blade cross-
section) design optimization.





The convex hull of a planar set is the minimum area convex polygon containing the
planar set. For two-dimensional case:
Formally: It is the smallest convex set containing the points.
Informally: It is a rubber band wrapped around the outside points.
For a point (x, y) to be a vertex (i.e on the convex hull) the interior/reflex angle
(RA) formed by joining (x, y) to its immediate neighboring vertices must be less than
1800 (π). An upper hull is the part of the convex hull, which is visible from the above.
Lower hull is the remaining part of the convex hull. The convex and non-convex hulls
are shown in fig. 112 (where 3D defines three-dimensional.) For three-dimensional










In general, the Delaunay triangulation is the most efficient technique to construct
triangles among scattered points in a plane. Every point is connected by lines to
its closest neighbors, in such a way that all lines are edges of triangles, and do not
intersect each other. Triangles can not overlap and finally, the surface is totally
covered with one fine layer of different triangular tiles.
The Russian mathematician Boris Nikolaevich Delaunay (1890-1980) invented this
triangulation technique in 1934 and from then it is known as Delaunay triangulation.
It has various applications in science and computer graphics. It is frequently used
in the graphic representation of geometrically irregularly distributed data, such as
weather maps or altitude maps. Its three-dimensional variant is very important in
creating virtual worlds for video games and animated movies among many other
things.
In computational geometry and mathematics, the Delaunay triangulation for a
set Np of points in a particular plane is the triangulation Dt(Np) in such a way that
there is no point of Np inside the circumcircle of any triangle in Dt(Np). Delaunay
triangulations maximize the minimum angle of all the angles of the triangles in the
triangulation process; they have a tendency to avoid sliver triangles.
For n-dimensional case and for a set Np of points in the Euclidean space, a De-
launay triangulation is a triangulation Dt(Np) in such a way that no point in Np is
inside the circum-hypersphere of any simplex in Dt(Np).
It is well known that there is a unique Delaunay triangulation for a set Np, if Np is
a set of points in general position; i.e., no (n + 1) points are on the same hyperplane
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and no (n + 2) points are on the same hypersphere, for n-dimensional case. For two
dimensional case, this triangulation can be found if no three points are on the same
line and no four are on the same circle. The proof of this fact is outlined in the
following paragraph.
The riddle of finding the Delaunay triangulation of a set of points in n-dimensional
Euclidean space can be converted to the puzzle of finding the convex hull of a set of
points in (n + 1)-dimensional space, by assigning each point Np an extra coordinate
equal to |Np|2, considering the bottom view of the convex hull, and tracing back to
n-dimensional space by omitting the last coordinate. As the convex hull is unique,
so is the triangulation, assuming all facets of the convex hull are simplices. A facet
not being a simplex implies that (n + 2) of the original points lay on the same
d-hypersphere and the points are not in general position.
It is easily viewed that for the set of three points on the same line there is no
triangulation and so Delaunay triangulation is not possible. For the case of 4 points
on the same circle, the vertices of a rectangle, the Delaunay triangulation is not
unique. In this situation two possible triangulations that split the quadrangle into
two triangles fulfilling the Delaunay triangulation rules.
Generalizations are possible to metrics other than Euclidean. However in these
cases a Delaunay triangulation is not guaranteed to exist or be unique.
B.1 Properties
Let n be the number of points and d the number of dimensions.
(1)The union of all simplices in the triangulation is the convex hull of the points.
(2) The Delaunay triangulation contains at most O(dn/2) simplices.
(3) In the plane (d = 2), if there are b vertices on the convex hull, then any
triangulation of the points has at most (2n− 2− b) triangles, plus one exterior face.
(4) The Delaunay triangulation maximizes the minimum angle. Compared to any
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other triangulation of the points, the smallest angle in the Delaunay triangulation is
at least as large as the smallest angle in any other triangulation. The converse is not
true: the Delaunay triangulation does not necessarily minimize the maximum angle.
B.2 Algorithm
From the above description, the Delaunay triangulation technique seems to be easy,
but in fact it is quite complicated. There are many algorithms as described in the
literature review section, although the field is the subject of ongoing research, avail-
able for Delaunay triangulation construction. The Delaunay triangulation technique,
discovered by Edelsbrunner and Seidel (1986), is easy to implement, and efficient for
triangulation among scattered points in a two-dimensional plane. This technique is
considered for the Delaunay triangulation in this thesis.
In 1986, Edelsbrunner and Seidel [76] discovered a connection between Delau-
nay triangulation and convex hulls in one and higher dimensional Euclidean space.
This insight was based on earlier work of Brown (1979) [76], who was the first to
establish a connection to convex hulls. The Delaunay triangulation of a set of n-
dimensional points is the projection of the convex hull of (n+1)-dimensional points
in n-dimensional space. For example, the Delaunay triangulation of a set of two-
dimensional points with coordinates (x,y) is just the projection of the convex hull
of three-dimensional points with coordinates (x, y, x2 + y2) in two-dimensional plane.
This triangles are the projection of three-dimensional convex hull in the xy − plane
(viewed from z → −∞) and shown in fig. 113.
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